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ABSTRACT

Many studies have been developed trying to understand the complex molecular mechanisms involved in oncogenesis and progression of prostate cancer (PCa). Current biotechnological methodologies, especially genomic studies, are adding important aspects to this area. The construction of extensive DNA sequence data and gene expression profiles have been intensively explored to search for candidate biomarkers to evaluate PCa. The use of DNA micro-array robotic systems constitutes a powerful approach to simultaneously monitor the expression of a great number of genes. The resulting gene expressing profiles can be used to specifically describe tumor staging and response to cancer therapies. Also, it is possible to follow PCa pathological properties and to identify genes that anticipate the behavior of clinical disease. The molecular pathogenesis of PCa involves many contributing factors, such as alterations in signal transduction pathways, angiogenesis, adhesion molecules expression and cell cycle control. Also, molecular studies are making clear that many genes, scattered through several different chromosomal regions probably cause predisposition to PCa. The discovery of new molecular markers for PCa is another relevant advance resulting from molecular biology studies of prostate tumors. Interesting tissue and serum markers have been reported, resulting in many cases in useful novelties to diagnostic and prognostic approaches to follow-up PCa. Finally, gene therapy comes as an important approach for therapeutic intervention in PCa. Clinical trials for PCa have been demonstrating that gene therapy is relatively safe and well tolerated, although some improvements are yet to be developed.
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INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most common cause of death from malignancy in American men. Although there are some effective treatment approaches for clinically localized PCa through surgery and radiotherapy, the metastatic form remains incurable. The metastatic potential of tumor cells and its possible dissemination to secondary sites are critical factors related to its mortality rates. In spite of the high incidence and mortality rates, the molecular mechanisms involved in oncogenesis and progression to PCa are still poorly understood, especially related to the progression to the metastatic form. PCa etiology remains obscure and its tumors vary from indolent forms, with low evolution rates, to extremely aggressive ones, with rapid growing rates. Due to this particularity, the molecular processes that contribute to PCa are under intense investigation. The methods that have been used to characterize the genetic alterations found in this neoplastic disease include familiar studies designed to map some
hereditary loci, chromosomal studies to identify aberrations that could localize oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes and intense studies of gene expression (1,2). These studies reflect many signaling pathways that influence the carcinogenetic process. The use of biotechnological approaches, such as DNA automatic sequencing and DNA micro-arrays allow a systematic study in high through output scale. These and other technologies allow a detailed vision of the biology and pathology of PCa. Altogether, they have the potential to completely characterize the processes involved in this neoplastic disease, turning possible the discovery of new molecular markers for PCa.

The present review describes the approaches currently used for studying the molecular mechanisms that control the onset and progression of PCa. First of all we present the biotechnological methodologies derived from data generated in the Human Genome Project and on its post-genomic stage, with special attention to projects specifically developed for the study of PCa (Genomic Studies). After that, we present some of the available data concerning the mechanisms involved in tumorigenesis and progression of PCa (Molecular Mechanisms of Oncogenesis). Further, we point out the participation of a series of genes involved in the predisposition for the development of PCa (Susceptibility Genes). We also review the current molecular markers for PCa, including the ones presenting the potential to be largely used as additional tools in the diagnosis and follow up of PCa (Molecular Markers). We conclude discussing how the data generated in genomic studies and the new molecular markers for PCa could be used as new therapeutic approaches (Gene Therapy).

GENOMIC STUDIES

The early diagnosis of metastatic PCa as well as the follow up of different therapeutic approaches is very important goals in prostate research. For these reasons, diagnostic and prognostic markers have been extensively investigated (3-6).

Molecular markers have been used to diagnose and monitor prostate cancer for more than 50 years. The discovery of serum marker PSA (prostate specific antigen) significantly altered the detection and follow up of PCa (7,8). PSA is an androgen-regulated serine protease produced by both prostate epithelial cells and PCa and is the most commonly used serum marker for cancer. It is a member of the tissue kallikrein family, some of the members of which are also prostate specific. PSA is a major protein in semen, where its function is to cleave semenogelins in the seminal coagulum (8). However, although high PSA levels are predictive of advanced PCa, a large fraction of organ-confined cancers present with much lower total PSA values that overlap those levels found in men without PCa (8,9). So, the use of PSA present limitations as a marker mostly related to the PCa diagnosis, generating in many cases both false positive and false negative results. As post surgery marker, however, the use of PSA is of great importance, being its seric levels directly related to PCa progression and/or regression, although it cannot predict tumor metastatic potential. Thus, new biological markers for PCa can be very useful for detection and improvement on the application of different therapeutic options.

Recent advances in genomic studies and biotechnology dramatically increased the amount and accessibility of molecular information relevant to the study of prostate carcinogenesis. An important improvement involves the generation of extensive databases of DNA sequences and gene expression patterns (6,10-12). This information is available in adequate format allowing virtual comparison between normal and cancer cells (http://www.mbt.washington.edu/PEDB and http://www.cgap.nci.nih.gov). This source has been explored to identify candidate biomarkers to evaluate PCa, based on the homology with known oncogenes. A second important improvement is the use of robotic systems to construct DNA micro-arrays corresponding to thousands of distinct expressed genes in prostate tissues. Such arrays constitute a powerful approach to simultaneously monitor the expression of a great number of genes. Additionally, they result in specific gene expression profiles that can be used as “molecular fingerprints” for tumor diagnosis and staging. Catalogues and indexes of differentially expressed genes and the proteins that
they code have been extensively used to identify informative biomarkers (13-15). In this direction, specifically selected genes coding for proteins differentially expressed in normal and neoplastic prostate tissues emerge as potential molecular markers.

The DNA micro-array analysis has been also used to determine the global biological differences between common PCa pathological properties and to identify genes that anticipate the disease clinical behavior. A group of genes was identified that strongly correlates with prostate tumor differentiation stage, according to the Gleason score measure (16). These authors showed that the gene expression data generated by these DNA micro-arrays profiles predict with accuracy the patient evolution after prostatectomy. These data support the notion that the PCa clinical behavior is related to specific differences in gene expression profile that are detectable at the time of diagnosis.

Gene expression profiles also allow the identification of possible targets for cancer therapy. The study of expression profiles of many malignant and benign prostate tumor samples allowed the identification of a series of differentially expressed genes between tumoral and normal glands. A highly expressed gene in prostate tumor codes a type II transmembrane serine protease called hepsin. In situ hybridization studies showed that hepsin is specifically over-expressed in non-metastatic carcinoma cells and on an independent panel of prostate specimens. A 1.85 Kb hepsin mRNA is expressed in most tissues, with the highest level expressed in liver tissue, and lower levels expressed in other tissues including prostate. Hepsin has been shown to be necessary for normal cell growth and recent data showed that metastatic PCa cell lines over-expressing hepsin show a dramatic reduction in the cell growth and invasion and also present an increase in the cell population undergoing apoptosis. These negative cell growth-regulatory effects of hepsin have unraveled possible cellular and molecular mechanisms that link decrease / loss of hepsin expression with poor prognosis of PCa (17). These findings together with hepsin molecular properties make it a potential target for prostate cancer gene therapy (18).

**MOLECULAR ASPECTS OF PROSTATE CANCER**

**MOLECULAR MECHANISMS IN PROSTATE CANCER ONCOGENESIS**

The molecular pathogenesis of induction and progression of prostate tumor is not completely understood, although many contributing factors (such as alterations in signal transduction pathways, angiogenesis and adhesion molecules) can play important roles in tumor progression. Since defects in cell cycle control can be an early event in cancer evolution, some studies have turned to the study of genetic changes in gene expression of proteins involved in cell cycle. The TERE1 gene, for example, seems to play a role in prostate cancer progression through a growth regulatory pathway, possibly in G1 phase of cell cycle. It was observed a reduced expression of TERE1 protein in metastatic prostate carcinoma, reduced expression of the TERE1 transcript in some invasive PCa and the decreased proliferation of prostate carcinoma cells after over-expression of TERE1 (19). TERE1 is not homologous to any known full-length human gene but is homologous to a number of expressed sequence tags (ESTS). Altogether, these data suggest that TERE1 may be significant in prostate cancer growth regulation and that the down regulation or absence of TERE1 transcript may be an important component of prostate cancer progression.

Another protein involved in cell cycle control with particular expression in PCa is SSeCKS, a major protein kinase C substrate with tumor suppressor activity, is a scaffolding protein for PKC (protein kinase C) and PKA (protein kinase A) signaling pathways. SSeCKS also plays a role in G1→S progression by modulating cyclin D expression and sequestering G1-phase cyclins in the cytoplasm. It was shown that SSeCKS expression is abundant in untransformed human and rat prostate cell line, in normal prostatic epithelial cells and in undifferentiated human prostate cancers in vivo but down regulated in prostate cancer cell lines and in high-grade cancers in vivo. These data suggest a putative role for SSeCKS expression in the onset of prostate cancer metastasis (20).

Telomerase enzyme activation seems to be a critical step in cell immortality and oncogenesis in
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein that is minimally comprised of an integral RNA template (hTR) and a reverse transcriptase protein component (hTERT). In humans, progressive telomere shortening has been implicated as a cause of cellular senescence. Cells capable of bypassing senescence and escaping these events most often reactivate the enzyme telomerase, resulting in stability of telomere ends and continued cellular proliferation. Telomerase directs de novo synthesis of telomeric repeats at chromosome ends. In PCa, increased telomerase activity is already evident at the very early stages of the disease, namely prostate in situ neoplasia. Indeed, evaluation of telomerase activity in prostate biopsies has become a valuable diagnostic marker for this malignancy in addition to PSA levels (21,22). Telomerase activity has been detected in 90% of prostate carcinomas and is increased in more than 10 fold in tumorigenic conversion. These data show that the absence of telomerase activity may be a strong indicator of a lack of cancer (22).

Alterations in gene expression levels also occur with Gp protein subunits, suggesting their important roles for cell proliferation and neoplastic transformation in human prostate, having a potential prognostic value (23). G-proteins (Guanine nucleotide-binding regulatory proteins) are heterotrimers composed of α, β and γ subunits, and coupled to 7-helix transmembrane receptors (GPCRs). G proteins are involved in many processes, including oncogenic properties, described in studies of G protein regulation of cell growth, differentiation and oncogenesis. The functionality and expression of G proteins subunits are selectively modified in human prostate adenocarcinoma. Low αS and αi subunit levels in prostate cancer suggest an important regulatory role of G proteins for cell proliferation and neoplastic transformation in the human prostate (23).

Human prostatic acid phosphatase (PAcP), a major protein tyrosine phosphatase in prostate epithelium, plays a critical role in regulating the growth of prostate cancer cells. It was recently shown that the active form of cellular PaCP has a significant suppression effect on the growth of androgen independent prostate cancer cell line, not only in culture but also in mouse xenograft tumor model (24). PaCP expression is also decreased in PCa, in such a way that this enzyme can be involved in PCa progression. Cellular PaCP can down regulate prostate cancer cell growth at least partially by dephosphorilating c-ErbB-2 oncogene (25).

An increased immunohistochemistry staining of bcl-2 protein in tumor samples was observed in association with undifferentiated Gleason scores. Bcl-2 is one of the most important regulators of apoptosis and programmed cell death. Elevated levels of bcl-2 protein may contribute to the progression of prostate cancer to a metastatic and hormone-insensitive state characterized by poor responses to chemotherapy. Higher frequency of bcl-2 expression in tumor samples suggests that an increase in this anti-apoptotic protein generally occurs during PCa progression (26).

Susceptibility Genes for Prostate Cancer

Many chromosomal regions have been shown to be involved in predisposition to development of PCa (27). Predisposition to PCa is probably polygenic and caused by different models of Mendelian inheritance, incomplete penetrance and ethnic variations. A positive family history is among the strongest epidemiological risk factors for PCa (28). Most of the studies based in segregation analysis suggest a dominant autossomic transmission of susceptibility genes (29). Multiple loci situated at chromosomes 1, 10 and 17 were associated with PCa through linkage analysis. Most attention is given to chromosome 1, and it has been proposed that this chromosome contains at least 3 sub regions (HCP1, PACP and CAPB) where possible susceptibility genes for PCa are located (30). Table-1 presents the main described susceptibility genes for PCa.

Molecular Markers

Although PSA and the human kalikrein 2 are the available molecular forms for the diagnosis and follow up of PCa, they present insufficient sensitivity and specificity for early detection or staging this neoplastic disease. Many new concepts have been introduced aiming the optimization of the clinical use of PSA. However, all of them present limitations. The
PSA molecular forms, especially free PSA, seems to be of utility for the PCa detection in men with total PSA concentrations ranging from 4 to 10 \( \mu \text{g/L} \). New molecular techniques, such as RT-PCR (reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction) for the detection of minimum mRNA that codes for PSA and PMSA (membrane prostate specific antigen), offer new perspectives for the diagnosis, prognosis and possibly for PCa staging (31). Another limitation of PSA is that actually it is not really prostate specific, and a possible role as a prognostic indicator also in woman breast cancer has been described (32).

Due to the mentioned limitations for PSA use as a diagnostic and prognostic marker, much attention has turned to the discovery of new markers in this area (10).

### Serum Markers

The serum markers (protein biomarkers) for cancer are among the more desirable form of diagnosis and much effort has been applied in searching for these markers for PCa. The protein biomarkers found in serum offer enormous promises for non-invasive detection, classification and follow up of PCa. Antibody micro-arrays seem to be adequate for the discovery of serum markers, making possible the comparison of relative abundances of hundreds of proteins in the same experiment. Like in DNA micro-array, the antibody micro-array is used to perform qualitative analysis, comparing the relative abundances of protein in samples of interest. Using the approach of antibody micro-array, 5 proteins were described (Von Willebrand factor, Immunoglobulin M, alpha-1 chymotrypsin, immunoglobulin G and vilin), with significantly higher levels in serum samples of patients with prostate cancer than in normal control serum (33). The DNA micro-arrays also emerges as an alternative for the search of serum markers, where thousand of cDNAs from prostate tumor are applied over micro-array slides and hybridized with RNAs from tumor and normal prostate tissues, with the aim of selecting differentially expressed genes. The proteins coded for these genes, can be evaluated for its immunogenic potential analyzing the presence of antibodies in serum from patients with PCa.

Proteomics, the analysis and characterization of global protein modifications, will add to search for new serum markers, to our understanding of gene function and aid in therapeutic target discovery (34). With the rapid technological advances being made in the field of proteomics, this approach could be integrated with genomics providing a complementary alternative, overcoming disparities between mRNA levels and protein production, and additionally allowing the identification of tumor-associated post-transcriptional modifications (35).

Using proteomics expression profiles of androgen-stimulated prostate cancer cells generated...
by two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) and spectrometric analysis a metastasis-suppressor gene NDKA/nm23 was identified, a finding that may explain a marked reduction in metastatic potential when these cells express a functional androgen receptor pathway (36). Another proteomic study was used to map the differences in protein expression profiles expression between normal and malignant prostate tissues, with special regard to proteins lost in malignancy. Comparison of protein maps of normal and malignant prostate were used to identify 20 proteins which were lost in malignant transformation, including the novel finding of NEDD8, calponin and the follistatin-related proteins, whose function warrants further investigation (37). Also, using the approach of SELDI (a protein biochip surface enhanced laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry) coupled with an artificial intelligence learning algorithm to identify better biomarkers for early detection of PCa, high sensitivity (83%), specificity (97%) and a positive predictive value (96%) results were obtained when comparing PCa versus benign prostate hyperplasia and healthy men groups. These results offer a potential of SELDI proteomic classification system for the early detection and diagnosis of PCa (38).

**Tissue Markers**

It has been shown through gene expression profiles generated by DNA micro-array that the EZH2 gene (“polycom group protein enhancer of zeste homolog 2”) is a tissue marker over-expressed in hormone refractory metastatic prostate cancer. It was demonstrated that deregulated expression of EZH2 gene was involved in cancer progression being thus a marker that distinguishes indolent PCa from those with lethal progression (30).

The P504S (alpha methyl-CoA racemase) gene has been recently described as a specific gene for PCa that codes a protein involved in fatty acids beta-oxidation (39). It was shown that the immunohistochemical detection of P504S gene product constitutes a sensitive and specific marker for PCa in phormol paraffin fixed tissues. This marker presents a potential utility for the diagnosis of PCa, including the ones treated with hormones and radiotherapy.

The molecular detection of circulating tumor cells and micrometastasis also arises as prognostic markers for PCa. The detection of malignant cells has been made through the highly sensitive technique of RT-PCR. These assays are mostly directed against tissue specific prostate markers. In most of the studies in prostate carcinoma, RT-PCR was capable of detecting specific markers of prostate tissues in peripheral blood, bone marrow and lymph nodes of patients with localized or metastatic disease (40).

Tissue micro-array studies also described other biomarkers for PCa, suggesting its role for searching for therapeutic targets and as prognostic factors. Loss or decreased expression detected by tissue micro-array of CD10 (a neutral endopeptidade cell surface marker) is an early and frequent event in human prostate cancer (41). Syndecan-1 (a transmembrane heparan sulphate proteoglycan that is involved in cell-cell adhesion, organization, cell-matrix adhesion, and regulation of growth factor signaling) over-expression analyzed by tissue micro-array also predicted early recurrence and was significantly associated with tumor specific survival, high Gleason score, KL67 and bcl-2 over-expression (42). Some members of the annexin family, specifically 1 and 7, were identified by tissue micro-array as potential biomarkers in the development of prostate cancer. The annexins are a group of calcium-binding structural proteins that may play a role in the regulation of membrane trafficking, cell adhesion a cell signaling (43). Tissue micro-array revealed a significant decrease in protein expression of annexins 1 and 7 in hormone refractory PCa as compared to localized PCa. However, no significant differences were detected between the clinically localized PCa and non-cancerous prostate tissues. These findings suggest that down regulation of members of the annexin family may contribute to PCa tumorigenesis (44).

**GENE THERAPY**

A better understanding of the molecular mechanisms responsible for the onset of the disease
as well as the factors that control the proliferation of PCa allows the identification of fundamental changes in gene expression during cancer progression. Manipulation of genes involved in disease progression represents an important approach for therapeutic intervention in PCa (Gene therapy). In the last few years, significant advances in gene therapy occurred due to improvements in many areas of molecular and cellular biology, including the development of better gene delivery through viral and non-viral systems, discovery of new therapeutic agents, an in-depth comprehension of disease progression mechanisms and exploration of tissue specific DNA promoter sequences (45). The development of new approaches for gene therapy for PCa is a critical step, once no effective treatment for patients in advanced stages is available. The current available strategies for gene therapy for PCa include citoeductive approaches (immunotherapy and citolytic / pro-apoptotic). The prostate constitutes a tissue that is ideal for gene therapy. It is an accessory organ, offers unique antigens (PSA, PSMA, human glandular kalikrein 2) and is accessible for in situ treatments (46). The clinical trials for prostate cancer demonstrated that gene therapy is relatively safe, although evidences for efficient stable gene therapeutics have yet to be demonstrated (46,47). Recently published studies showed that androgen-independent prostate cancer metastasis showed evidences of gene-therapy induced apoptosis (48).

The greater understanding of the molecular events underlying the development of metastatic disease allows gene therapy approaches to be developed that specifically target these molecular events. Specific genes that are predominantly expressed or exclusively expressed in prostate cells, prostate cancer cells, and prostate metastasis cells at the level of DNA, RNA and protein products are the targets of several new approaches to prostate cancer therapy (49). As an example, a prostate apoptosis response (Par-4) gene was recently identified, which exclusively induces apoptosis in cancer cells and not normal cells, and constitutes a prospective molecule for therapy of the disease (50).

The greatest challenge in the treatment of advanced prostate cancer is to access and eliminate metastatic cells. Therefore, effective prostate cancer therapy will require novel strategies to target cancer cells both at the site of the primary tumor and at distant metastasis. To achieve these aims, one of the strategies is the development of specific gene promoter regulatory sequences, with the possibility to express genes in the desired target cells. A research group focused on developing prostate tumor-specific promoters, such as osteocalcin (OC) promoter based on therapy that specifically targets osseous metastases, the most lethal form of the disease (51). New approaches using specific promoter chimeric constructs with the heretologously expressed TRLP (Ca+2 permeable transient receptor potential-like channels) protein leads to a reduction in prostate cell survival due, in part, to the induction of apoptosis. This finding suggests a new approach to modify the growth of prostate cancer cells that fail to undergo apoptosis following androgen ablation therapy (52).

As cited above, the development of better delivery systems are one of the critical steps for the effective use of gene therapy for PCa. The vectors used to transfect the genetic material in PCa clinical gene transfer protocols have advantages and disadvantages as couriers of genetic information. For example, the adenovirus can transfer a large amount of genetic information with high efficiency, regardless of cell cycle considerations and without toxicity to the cellular genome (genotoxicity). Unfortunately, this virus results in only transient expression of the genetic material and most individuals will have innate immunity due to prior exposure to the adenovirus, which limits multiple dosing or systemic administration. Several new vectors are being tested in pre-clinical models including oncolytic herpes viral vectors and leti virus vectors containing prostate specific regulatory elements (e.g. PSA promoters). Another major advance relates to the creation or designing vectors that are genetically engineered to exert their DNA transfer to the target cell only. The combination of the abilities to manipulate the viral genomes and the information about cancer cells allow researches to design vectors that will specifically target and destroy prostate cancer cells with precision.

Another question relating PCa gene therapy is what DNA must be transferred. The answer relates
to the objective of the therapy. For example, the genetic material from the herpes simplex virus (HSV) encoding the thymidine kinase (TK) enzyme has been utilized in a number of gene transfer protocols for PCa. The viral form of TK enzyme can convert a number of well-tolerated clinically approved pro-drugs to a potent intracellular toxin, which interferes with DNA replication. Due to the activated pro-drug effect on dividing DNA, this form of suicide gene therapy will effectively kill a cell when it attempts to proliferate or divide, but it is limited to the cells infected by the virus and those immediately surrounding the infected cell (“bystander effect”) (51).

Another concept being developed relates to targeting hypoxia-response system of prostate tumor cells as a means to suppress prostate tumor progression and metastasis or perhaps as a means for eliminating prostate tumors in advanced prostate cancer patients (53).

Finally, a new approach is combining gene therapy strategy with more conventional therapy such as radiation or chemotherapy. There have been several elegant pre-clinical studies that demonstrated the ability of combining chemo-gene therapy and radiogene therapy that have led to the proposed clinical trials (51). The use of RNAi (RNA interference) is an approach to target signaling/repair proteins (ATM, ATR) and DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit [DNA-PK (cs)] as targets to confer enhanced radio and chemosensitivity to tumor cells. RNAi targeting ATM and DNA-PK (cs) increased radio and chemosensitivity of PCa, providing evidence for the potential use of RNAi as a novel radiation/chemotherapy-sensitizing agent (54).

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, prostate cancer molecular data, especially the information concerning the relevant mechanisms involved in oncogenesis and progression of this neoplastic disease, are the result of a number of genomic studies. These findings have important implications for defining future directions of research in the diagnosis and prognosis of PCa, mainly looking for new more sensitive and discriminatory biomarkers. Also, these data emerge as an important source of putative targets for prostate cancer therapies. As an important perspective, gene therapy comes as a powerful approach to specifically treat advanced prostate cancer.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

The article entitled Molecular Aspects of Prostate Cancer: Implications for Future Directions serves as a review of recent advances in the investigation of the molecular basis of prostate cancer and how these discoveries impact on the way the disease is currently studied, how it can be diagnosed, how its progression can be predict and how it can treated genetically.

The article has adequate sections which aim to cover the topics of genomic studies, molecular mechanisms, susceptibility genes, molecular markers and gene therapy.

The article has touched on the recent subjects that are considered of high interest in the scientific field of cancer research such as AMACR and EZH2, two genes which have created quite a buzz in prostate cancer research. Also, the techniques employed for the discovery of these interesting genes have been tackled.

With regard to gene therapy, a truly controversial topic, it was appropriate the mention to the problems that present studies have encountered with this novel and developing therapeutic strategy.

Dr. Lionel Bañez
Dr. Judd W. Moul
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Uniformed Services Univ Health Sciences
Rockville, Maryland, USA